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Chapter 2 Preparation: How does a pastor prepare to revitalize a church?


There are clear biblical, detailed qualifications and characteristics that need to be identified in 
every pastor (1 Timothy 3:1-7; Titus 1:5-9). There are also other unique qualities that are 
essential for a man to know and develop when pastoring a church needing revitalization. The 
North American Mission Board (NAMB) created a list of eight (8) characteristics they found to 
be essential in leading a church through the revitalization process which Mark Clifton 
introduced in his book, Reclaiming Glory. While serving at Jacksonville Baptist Association of 
Florida, Jimbo Stewart built upon these original 8 characteristics, expanding the list to thirteen 
(13):  Visionary Shepherd, Gospel Orientation, Missional Focus, Organizational Awareness, 
Pastoral Grit, Spousal Perseverance, Resourceful Generalist, Tactical Patience, Initiative, 
Emotional Intelligence, Affinity for Multi-Generational Ministry, Respect for a Church’s Legacy, 
Willingness to Confront. These are listed and summarized as a separate document.


The primary contribution of this book is the identification and unpacking of three remaining 
areas a man seeking revitalization work needs to be aware and trained that also answers three 
key questions as the revitalizer enters a church: Pastoral Theology, Healthy Ecclesiology, and 
Personal Soul Care.

 

1. Pastoral Theology: What do I do? The answer to the question is to prepare to just be 

patient and shepherd the souls of the people who are there when you arrive. A simple 
definition of pastoral theology is the application of biblical theology in a pastoral manner for 
the purpose of caring for God’s people. Pastoral theology informs a pastor of the day-to-
day tasks of a pastor with the aim of ministering to God’s people; Brian has written a set of 
books on these, including his latest, Practically Trained Pastors A 52-Week Field Guide for 
Ministry in the Trenches which draws from them, as part of his “Practical Shepherding” 
ministry. These tasks include such things as:


A. preaching

B. praying

C. visiting the sick and dying

D. comforting the grieving

E. caring for widows

F. discipling others

G. raising up leaders

H. encouraging the weaker sheep

I. confronting sin

J. conducting weddings and funerals


2. Healthy Ecclesiology: Where do we go? While a pastor does the daily work of a pastor 
immediately upon his arrival, he needs to be praying and seeking guidance from God for a 
vision on where to take the church—that is church health. Brian says, “It takes a minimum 
of five years before a pastor can begin to see real, lasting fruit of his ministry that points to 
church health.” A few areas within Southern Baptist church polity he believes should be 
considered, and then addresses in more detail in subsequent chapters of his book, are:


A. Distinct authority. A common mark of a dying, divided church is a lack of clarity on who 
is in charge and, more importantly, who is supposed to be in charge.


B. Proper leadership. When leadership fails to follow a biblical model a church cannot 
move towards church health.
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C. Meaningful membership. A common mark of a dying, divided church is the lack of an 
understanding of what it means too be a church member and the absence of any 
standard to become a member of the church.


D. Biblical knowledge. Churches that lost life throughout the decades frequently did so as 
a result of losing God’s word from their teaching ministries, then lost its ears to hear.


E. Gospel clarity. A church that loses the gospel cannot experience true life or health.

F. Love for one another. The body of Christ is to be a unified multi-generational and multi-

ethnic church that demonstrates a deep sacrificial love for each other. 

G. Love for neighbor. Jesus said the two greatest commandments are to love God and 

love our neighbor. This must be a part of the vision of the future if a church is to find life 
and flourish.


3. Personal Soul Care: How do I survive? The key to survival in pastoral ministry is a 
pastor’s diligent care for his own soul. When pastors fail to show up secure in Christ, they 
show up in these false ways: Insecure, Defensive, Controlling, Perfectionistic, Legalistic, 
Fearing man, Manipulative, Passive, Stoic, Ungracious. In chapter three Brian gives eight 
strategies that can keep you from getting fired within the first two years at your church 
which aptly belong here:


A. Trust the Word

B. Shepherd souls

C. Love all people

D. Pray hard

E. Celebrate older members

F. Be patient

G. Expect suffering

H. Pick battles wisely


This important chapter concludes by affirming the external call for a pastor. In Charles Bridges 
(1794-1869) book, The Christian Ministry, he places the responsibility for the determination of 
one’s call upon both the conscience of the individual and the local church to which he is 
committed. The pastor has an internal call to know he truly is called of God to serve in ministry. 
This is a God-given desire to do the work of the ministry combined with his own conviction that 
he has been gifted and empowered by God’s Spirit to do this work. However, he must also 
possess an external call. This is the affirmation from a local church that he possesses the gifts 
and godly character suitable for a Christian minister. Both calls are necessary for a person to 
enter the work of the ministry. 


The best way to train a man to go into a dying, divided church is to test, train, and affirm a 
man’s gifts and calling while he observes another pastor serving in a similar type of church he 
wishes to pastor. This is why the Resound Network offers: internships, training cohorts, 
mentoring, and coaching. It is also why the Resound Network encourages pastors to create 
positions in their church to bring along a man in this vital work.


The biblical plan for church revitalization is this—a central focus on the ministry of the word 
and prayer, a rigorous and passionate application of the gospel in everyday life, and a 
tenacious effort to love and shepherd every redeemed soul in that local church. You will note 
Brian’s focus is on the role of the pastor as a “transformational shepherd.”


